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A4 singularity, 145
absence of structural arrest, 281
activated hopping processes, 137
Adam–Gibbs theory, 276
adhesive hard-sphere potential, 77
adiabatic approximation, 310
aggregation based on diffusion, 89
aggregation-fragmentation, 96
AHSP, see adhesive hard-sphere potential
alpha-decay regime, 135
analytical structure factor S(Q) for a narrow
square-well potential, 78
Arrhenius, 183, 199, 203
Arrhenius law, 213
associated liquids, 184
attractive sticky spots, 184
average over spin and isotopic states, 30

Carnahan–Stirling equation of state, 62, 70
chemical potential, 52
Cluster phases in equilibrium, 152
Coagulation kinetics, 89
Coherence, 10
collective vibrational motions in proteins, 350
colloidal hard-sphere model systems, 158
complex viscosity, 169
compressed hydrogen, 24
compressibility theorem, 53
Compton scattering, 14
confined water, 211
confined water – density measurement in MCM-41S,
258
Coniglio and Klein independent clusters, 117
contrast variation method, 12
critical phenomena in supramolecular systems, 114
crossover phenomenon in hydration water of DNA
and RNA, 236

backscattering geometry, 316
Baxter method for the adhesive hard-sphere system,
72
Baxter method for the hard-sphere system, 72
Baxter’s adhesive hard-sphere model , 141
BEN, see OH bending mode
BEN band, 289
beta-relaxation region, 134
binary HS systems, 140
bio-macromolecular assemblies – collective modes,
336
BKS silica model, 199
bond probability, 191
boson peak, 301
bound electrons, 14
bound scattering length, 28
bulk water, 253
bulk water – computer simulations, 277

deeply-cooled, 213
density auto-correlation function, 31
density of state measurements of water, 293
diffusion limited cluster aggregation (DLCA), 101
DLCA, see diffusion limited cluster aggregation
double-differential scattering cross-section, 310
dynamic crossover in confined water and its relation
to the second critical point of water, 252
dynamic crossover in hydration water of biomaterials,
228
dynamic crossover in hydration water of cement
pastes, 249
dynamic crossover phenomena in other glass-forming
liquids, 274
dynamical structure factors – physical interpretation,
21

calorimetric glass transition temperature, Tg , 281
canonical ensemble, 49

E. Coli bacteria in a quasi-elastic light scattering, 25
elastic shear modulus G  , 150
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electrical conductivity in the Baxter adhesive spheres
model, 112
electronic Raman scattering, 14
ellipsoid, 41
eMCT, see extended mode-coupling theory
empirical PMMA phase diagram, 129
energy equation of states, 57
ergodicity-restoring activated hopping process, 224
event-driven molecular dynamics simulations, 182
exponent parameter, 165
extended mode-coupling theory (eMCT), 280
extended version of MCT, 137
FB, see floating bond model
Fermi approximation, 8–12
floating bond model (FB), 199
fluctuation theorem, 56
four-armed DNA dendrimers model, 201
fractal model, 40
fragile, 213
fragile glass-formers, 206
fragile-to-strong crossover (FSC), 213
free water, 214
fractional Stokes–Einstein relation, 283
FSC, see fragile-to-strong crossover
Gaussian random variable, 158
gel phase, 180
gelation, 94
generalised one-component macroion theory
(GOCM), 83
generalised three effective eigenmode (GTEE) theory,
335, 336
glass-to-glass transition, 167
glass transition, 127
globular protein lysozyme, 180
GOCM, see generalised one-component macroion
theory
grand canonical emsemble, 52
GTEE theory, see generalised three effective
eigenmode (GTEE) theory
hard-sphere (HS) system, 139
hard spheres with attraction, 140
HDA, see high-density amorphous
HDL, see high-density liquid
Helmholtz free energy, 49
high-density amorphous (HDA), 253
high-density liquid (HDL), 253
higher-order singularities, 144, 161
histogram reweighing, 186
HNC approximation for coulomb liquids, 71
HNCA (hypernetted-chain approximation), 67
HS, see hard-sphere
hyperscaling relation, 120
hydration water in cement, 249
hydration water in proteins, 229
incoherence, 10
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incoherence – two sources, 10
incoherent inelastic neutron scattering, 294
incoherence neutron quasi-elastic scattering, 24
inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS), 337
inelastic X-ray scattering spectroscopy, 309
INS, see inelastic neutron scattering
inter-atomic structure factor, 30
inter-molecular bands of water, 288
inter-molecular librational bands, 297
inter-molecular translational bands, 297
interactive square-well (SW) potential, 142
intra-moleculer O-H stretch vibrational bands, 297
intra-molecular vibrations in water, 288
intrinsic energy resolution of a perfect crystal
monochromator, 315
intrinsic absolute energy resolution of Si perfect
crystal, 316
irreversible aggregation of colloidal particles, 101
iso-diffusivity lines, 179
IXS, see inelastic X-ray scattering
Kawasaki mode-coupling theories of transport
coefficients, 115
LDA, see low-density amorphous
LDL, see low-density liquid
Lennard-Jones system, 280
light scattering, 16–21
limited valence, 195
limited valence models, 182
liquid–gas phase separation, 193
liquid–liquid critical point (LLCP), 252
liquid–liquid phase transition, 262
liquid–liquid phase transition in low-temperature
water, 293
LLCP, see liquid–liquid critical point
logarithmic decay of density fluctuations, 143
low-density amorphous (LDA), 253
low-density liquid (LDL), 253
mapping of a square-well potential (SWP) fluid to the
adhesive hard-sphere potential (AHSP), 77
maximum of the specific heat, 194
MCM-41, 213
MCM-48, 215
MCT, see mode-coupling theory
MCT density correlators, 134
mean spherical approximation (MSA), 81
mean square displacement (MSD), 230
mechanical properties of glasses, 148
microphase separation, 151
microscopic stress tensor, 149
mode-coupling theory (MCT) of supercooled liquids,
131
molecular dynamics simulations of hydrated protein
powder, 237
mono-disperse spherical particle system, 34
MSA, see mean spherical approximation
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MSA closure, 71
MSD, see mean square displacement
necklace model, 40, 41
necklace model – pictorial representation, 46
necklace model of the protein/detergent complexes, 42
non-ergodicity factors, 133
non-ergodic samples, 158
non-ionic triblock copolymer L64, 161, 167
non-spherical particles, 35
normalised cluster size distribution, 119
normalised particle structure factor, 35
OH bending mode (BEN), 288
OH stretch vibration, 288
one-component fluid near its liquid–gas critical point,
26
one-component macroion theory, 80
one-Yukawa MSA, 80
Ornstein–Zernike equation, 66, 81
Oxtoby and Gelbart model, 116
pair correlation function, 31
pair correlations in liquids, 49
particle structure factor, 34
particles on non-spherical shape, 36
particles with a size distribution, 36
partition function of an ideal gas, 50
partition functon of the system of interacting particles,
51
patchy colloidal gels , 195
patchy colloids, 184
patchy particles, 97, 100
percolation, 91, 193
percolation line, 195
percolation line in microemulsions, 111
Perl and Ferrel mode-decoupling, 122
phase diagram of the AOT/H2O/decane system, 110
phonon energy softening, 356
phonon population enhancement, 356
phonons propagating along the axial direction of
liquid crystalline DNA, 343
phonons propagating in the plane of lipid bilayers, 338
pluronic, 161
PMMA, see polymethylmethacrilate
PMS, see primitive model for silica
PMW, see primitive model for water
potential of mean force, 65
polymethylmethacrilate (PMMA), 128
pressure dependence of the MSD for protein and its
hydration water, 230
primitive model for silica (PMS), 198
primitive model for water (PMW), 196
protein/SDS complexes, 47
pseudo-potential, 8
PY solution of a hard-sphere system, 68
PYA (Percus–Yevick approximation), 67
Q-dependent density of states, 286
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radial distribution function, 31
random speckle pattern, 159
random walk model, 22
Rayleigh cross-section, 18
Rayleigh scattering, 14, 17, 310
reaction controlled reversible aggregation, 96
reaction limited cluster aggregation (RLCA), 101
relaxing cage model, 224–228
reversible work theorem, 65
RLCA, see reaction limited cluster aggregation
SANS, see small angle neutron scattering
SANS cross-section, 40
SANS data correction and normalisation, 37
SANS measurements, 170
scaling properties of percolation, 92
scattering cross-section, 17
scattering intensity function, 33
scattering length density, 34
SDS, see surfactant sodium dodecylsulfate
self-intermediate scattering function (SISF), 214
SER, see Stokes–Einstein relationship
shear moduli, 169
single-particle dynamics of water confined in
(hydrophobic) carbon nanotubes, 221
SISF, see self-intermediate scattering function
small angle neutron scattering, 28
small angle scattering from large particles in solution,
33
Smoluchowski approach, 89
SPC/E model, 204
spherical protein, 34
square-well potential (SWP) fluid to the adhesive
hard-sphere potential (AHSP) - Mapping, 77
ST2 model, 205
static pair correlation function – statistical
thermodynamic definition, 54
static structure factor, 32
Stockmayer–Flory model, 93
Stokes–Einstein relationship (SER), 221
Stokes–Einstein relationship (SER) – violation, 221
STR band, 289
stretched exponential, 121
strong confinement, 213
strong glass former, 213
structure factors in liquids, 49
structure of protein–detergent complexes, 39
super-Arrhenius, 207
super-Arrenhius structural relaxation time, 213
supercooled heavy water, 262
surface water, 214
surfactant sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate
(AOT), 110
surfactant sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS), 39
SWP, see square-well potential
synchronisation of temperature dependence of MSD
of hydrogen atoms in protein and its hydration
water, 230
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TEE theory, 320
TEE theory – dynamic structure factor, 324
TEE theory – extension to polyatomic molecular
simple atomic fluids, 335
ternary microemulsions, 109
Thomson cross-section, 13
Thomson interaction Hamiltonian, 310
three effective eigenmode (TEE) theory, see TEE
theory
two-component fluid near its demixing critical point,
26
two-Yukawa model, 82
typical shape of the density correlators in a
supercooled liquid, 135

VFT law, see Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann law
virial equation of states, 58
virial expansion, 60
viscosity measurements, 168
Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann (VFT) law, 216
Von Schweidler law, 165

UHRIX, 313

Young–Laplace effect, 307
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Wertheim thermodynamic perturbation theory
(WTPT), 185
widom line, 254
Wigner crystal, 156
WTPT, see Wertheim thermodynamic perturbation
theory
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